
PROFILE 



Eventtec is a premier event management company that specializes 
in delivering technically advanced and flawlessly executed events. 
Our team of experts leverages cutting-edge technology and 
state-of-the-art equipment to deliver seamless and memorable 
events that exceed our clients' expectations. From concept develop-
ment to post-event analysis, we provide end-to-end event manage-
ment services that are customized to meet the unique needs of our 
clients. Our focus on technical excellence, attention to detail, and 
creativity sets us apart from the competition and makes us the ideal 
partner for any event.

WHO WE ARE ?



EventTec is the ultimate event management powerhouse that brings to life events that leave attendees in awe. 

Our unparalleled technical expertise and cutting-edge equipment set us apart from the competition, ensuring 

that our clients' events are executed flawlessly. We provide end-to-end event management services, including 

concept development, planning, logistics, production, and post-event analysis, all while maintaining a strong 

focus on technical excellence and attention to detail.

Our team of experts is driven by creativity, passion, and a commitment to excellence. We work closely with our 

clients to develop bespoke event solutions that are tailored to their unique needs and exceed their expecta-

tions. From corporate events to product launches, conferences to exhibitions, we have a proven track record of 

delivering successful events for clients across a diverse range of industries.

At EventTec, we live and breathe events, and it shows in everything we do. Our attention to detail, technical 

know-how, and creative flair make us the ultimate partner for any event. So why settle for mediocre when you 

can have extraordinary? Contact us today to turn your event dreams into reality with the ultimate event man-

agement powerhouse – EventTec.

TRUE MEANING OF CREATIVITY



At EventTec, our mission is to deliver exceptional event expe-

riences by combining technical expertise, creativity, and 

passion for events. We prioritize customized solutions, stay-

ing ahead of industry trends, and providing exceptional 

service to ensure every event is a success

Our
MISSION



At EventTec, our vision is to be recognized as the premier 

event management company, renowned for delivering flaw-

less, memorable, and technologically advanced events that 

exceed our clients' expectations. We aim to achieve this by 

continuously innovating, investing in cutting-edge technolo-

gy and equipment, and building long-term relationships 

with our clients. Our ultimate goal is to make every event we 

manage a remarkable and unforgettable experience for all 

attendees

Our
VISION



STRATEGY

IDEATION

CREATIVE

DEVELOPMENT

ACT-VISION

OUR PROCESS



STRATEGY

At EventTec, our strategy is to provide customized and innovative 
event solutions that exceed our clients' expectations. We achieve 
this by leveraging our technical expertise, creativity, and industry 
best practices to deliver flawless events of all sizes and types.
To stay ahead of the curve, we continually invest in cutting-edge 
technology and equipment, ensuring that we have the resources 
necessary to deliver exceptional events. Additionally, we focus on 
building long-term relationships with our clients, prioritizing their 
satisfaction and success above all else.
We also prioritize staying up-to-date with industry trends and inno-
vations, regularly attending industry conferences and events, and 
collaborating with leading experts to stay at the forefront of the 
event management industry.
Finally, we believe in the power of teamwork and collaboration, 
bringing together a diverse team of professionals who are passion-
ate about delivering exceptional events. By working together, shar-
ing ideas and expertise, we ensure that every event we deliver is a 
success.



We constructed a plan of 
action to bring your ideas to 
live. 

Conceptualization of your 
project and squeeze the brain 
for every detail.

IDEATION



CREATIVE

Together we Develop a 
unique and engaging ideas to 
make an event more memora-
ble, impactful, and enjoyable 
for attendees



we carefully construct a plan 
of action that can turn your 
dreams and ideas into reality. 
We create and launch your 
imaganation where we show 
our true nature and try our 
best to live up to your 
expectations. 

DEVELOPMENT



The hard and enjoyable jour-
ney begins when you see that 
all ideas and goals begin to be 
realized.

360   of imaganation.

ACT-VISION



OUR SERVICES



Entertainment Services

Capturing the Moments

Construction & Building

Decoration & Booth

Marketing Media & PR

Consultation

Event Conceptualization

Content Creation

Master Planing 

Creative Approach

AV leasing 

Staging

Expert Operation Team



Event conceptualizing is critical to any successful 
event. Our experts work with you to define objectives, 
identify your target audience, and brainstorm creative 
ideas and themes. 
We establish the format and budget, and develop a 
clear and concise message that communicates your 
event's value. 
Our expertise in event conceptualizing ensures that 
we'll create an unforgettable experience that exceeds 
your expectations and delivers results aligned with 
your goals.

Event Conceptualizing



Great events require great content, and that's where 
we come in. We specialize in developing engaging, 
relevant, and tailored content that will captivate your 
audience and deliver results. Our expert team will 
work with you to identify key themes and topics, 
select the right speakers, and design the format and 
structure of your sessions. We collaborate with sub-
ject matter experts and industry leaders to ensure 
that your content is informative, insightful, and 
up-to-date. We'll also incorporate interactive ele-
ments to keep your audience engaged and partici-
pating. Our delivery is on-point, with precise timing, 
duration, and audiovisual aids to ensure that your 
message is received loud and clear. Let us help you 
create an unforgettable event with impactful con-
tent that delivers the results you need.

Content Creation



Creating a detailed plan for all aspects of an event, 
including goals, timelines, budgets, vendors, attend-
ees, logistics, and risk management. It serves as a 
roadmap that guides the entire planning process and 
ensures that the event is well-coordinated and execut-
ed. 
The plan includes venue and vendor selection, attend-
ee management, logistics, marketing and promotion, 
and post-event evaluation.

Master planning 



Together we Develop a unique and engaging ideas to 
make an event more memorable, impactful, and en-
joyable for attendees. It involves identifying the 
event's theme and purpose, brainstorming creative 
ideas, designing branding and visual elements, devel-
oping engaging content, incorporating technology, 
creating immersive experiences, and providing excep-
tional customer service. By incorporating creative 
strategies into event planning, managers can create a 
unique and successful event.

Creative Approach



Make your event stand out with state-of-the-art equi-
pemtn and advanced smart technology, we offer a 
wide range of equipment and services to ensure that 
your event is a success, we have the technology to 
create a truly immersive experience for your events, 
With our audio visual leasing service, you can have 
access to the latest equipment without the high cost 
of purchasing and maintaining it yourself, Our ad-
vanced smart technology also allows for seamless 
integration with your existing systems, making it easy 
to control and manage everything from a central loca-
tion.

Audio Visual Leasing



The more elaborate and the more creative the decora-

tion, the more it will attract your senses! Eventtec is a 

creative production house and we understand that 

our clients want to have their events decorated to 

their liking. Furthermore, we know that the staging 

and the artwork are not only about aesthetics but also 

about getting a certain message across to the audi-

ence. Working around a key element of presentation, 

we will make sure your booth stands out and attracts 

interest staying true to the brand image with the help 

of colors, lighting, product displays, etc.

Staging



Our expert operation team has years of experience 

planning, organizing, and executing events of all sizes 

and complexities. Comprised of dedicated profession-

als with diverse backgrounds, we have the knowledge 

and skills to handle all aspects of event management, 

from venue selection to vendor management and 

on-site operations. We take pride in our attention to 

detail and commitment to delivering exceptional ex-

periences tailored to the specific needs and objectives 

of each client. Trust us to bring your event to life and 

exceed your expectations.

Expert Operation Team



Whether it is your corporate or personal event that 

requires entertainment, we understand that entertain-

ment services are in high demand in our world and 

that competition is steep. We can select artists, line up 

fun activities and provide your event with colorful 

entertainment to keep your guests happy and talking 

about your event for a while to come!

Entertainment Services



We understand that capturing precious 

moments and making sure you can remember them in 

the future is one of the most important aspects of an 

important event. We realize the significance of captur-

ing uniqueness into photography and videos. We 

ensure creativity and professionalism.

Capturing Moments



With all the necessary hardware and machinery at 

hand, we manage temporary and permanent con-

struction projects like building kiosks or similar struc-

tures. We provide 2D Designs (Auto CAD), 3D designs 

of the project, infrastructure capabilities, tents, and 

containers.

Construction & Building



The more elaborate and the more creative the decora-

tion, the more it will attract your senses! Eventtec is a 

creative production house and we understand that 

our clients want to have their events decorated to 

their liking. Furthermore, we know that the decoration 

and the artwork are not only about aesthetics but also 

about getting a certain message across to the audi-

ence. Working around a key element of presentation, 

we will make sure your booth stands out and attracts 

interest staying true to the brand image with the help 

of colors, lighting, product displays, etc.

Decoration & Booth



Marketing Media & PR

Marketing is the real cornerstone of any event man-
agement company and we take pride in being natural 
communicators in our line of work. When it comes to 
building awareness and generating real ROI through 
social media and public relations, we have a keen eye 
for what works and what doesn’t. We plan things for 
the long-term scenarios and ensure our clients get the 
best available. From traditional media relations to 
influencer partnerships to scaling and deploying en-
gaging social media campaigns, communicating and 
connecting is our expertise. We are experts in a range 
of integrated services that include PR consultancy, 
reputation & crisis management, media & community 
relations, digital & social media marketing, market 
research and media training for government organiza-
tions and companies serving key sectors.



Consultation

Events are used by businesses across the 
globe to communicate messages that stick. 
Increase sales, raise brand awareness, moti-
vate employees, no matter your message, live 
communications will drive impact and deliver 
results, our job to make this main point that 
you will achieve with our consultant.
We provide the best expertise in consulting 
for all the requirements of the client's event, 
from the selection of the venue to the com-
pletion of the event.
Every step we take is carefully studied by our 
team, which has two decades of experience.
We are happy to provide all the consultancy 
and experience to the client and share them 
to suit their expectations.



WE BREAK 
THE BOUNDARIES 
OF YOUR IMAGINATION



ENJOY 
IN FUTURE



OUR EQUIPMENT

OUR EQUIPMENT



The UDX range delivers stunning experiences and savings on installation and
shipping time, reducing costs significantly. The most compact, high-brightness
laser projectors with integrated cooling on the market, the UDX projectors bring
reliable and razor-sharp 4K images to every type of event and venue.

The UDX-W40 features WUXGA resolution and 40,000 lumens light output to
ensure flawless shows with accurate colors at all times. The Constant Light
Output (CLO) functionality also guarantees peace of mind by providing constant
brightness and color over time. The UDX platform offers the widest color
spectrum in the industry. Without compromising on brightness, the UDX color
quality matches the renowned Xenon quality and outperforms the Rec. 709 color
space.

Projector

MANUFACTURER'S AUTHORIZATION

install and service Barco's Immersive Experience projection products
and their accessories in the country of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.



LED P 3.9 High Resolution
LED P 2.9 High Resolution

Support the latest HDR10 standard, enabling to
deliver vivid display performance.

+1000 sqm.
Diffrent Shapes.
Multi Function.
Higher utilization
Support more applications
High refreshrate performance

LED Screen



Media Server

Mixed Reality, Camera tracking features enable creative 
content mapping. REST API, Create custom web-based 
controls for Hippotizer Media Servers through the new 
REST interface.
Be in complete control with Show Manager, facilitating 
complete control of multiple productions and installa-
tions at once. Control multiple units from a single Zoo-
Keeper with HippoNet. Media Management, Each unit 
includes an integrated media management system, Hip-
potizer’s output management system offers complete 
flexibility in system configuration, PixelMapper is a 
feature rich tool capable of mapping many thousand light 
points easily and effectively, Playback, Hippotizer™ V4 
offers real-time control of any attribute.



Media Server

Resolume puts you in charge. You can play your videos 
when you want, how you want. Forwards, backwards, 
scratch and adjust tempo to the beat. Mix and match your 
visuals quickly and easily and play Resolume like an 
instrument, Intuitive Interface Use as little or as many 
videos and effects as The only limit is your power and 
your imagination, any amount of screens, plays both 
audio and video files. Animate pixels and drop beats, 
combine any video file with any audio file, Projection 
Mapping, Blend Projectors, Live Composite & Effects



L-Acoustics KARA / KARAi

 

modular line source element has an operating fre-

quency bandwidth from 55 Hz to 20 kHz. 

The K-shaped coplanar transducer configuration 

generates a symmetric horizontal coverage of 110° 

without secondary lobes over the entire frequency 

range.



Bose Professional 
ShowMatch array

the newest DeltaQ technology design - feature 
replaceable waveguides that allow changing cov-
erage and asymmetrical patterns, in compact en-
closures optimized for both installation and porta-
ble applications requiring the best possible 
(top-class) sound quality. 
DeltaQ Array Technology improves sound quality 
and vocal clarity by allowing directivity, or “Q,” to 
vary with each array module, directing more sound 
to the audience and less to walls and floors.



Bose Speaker
F1 Model 812

Bose F1 Model 812 is a 1000-watt, full-range loud-
speaker featuring Bose Flexible Array technology. 
At the heart of the F1 is a 12-inch woofer nested 
behind an array of eight high-output drivers. These 
nine speakers are supported by a lower crossover 
point than conventional loudspeakers, with 132 dB 
max SPL and low-frequency performance down to 
43 Hz (-10 dB)



Bose Speaker
L1 Model II

Bose L1 portable line array ever. It delivers the su-
preme clarity and output of a 32-driver articulated 
and 180-degree horizontal sound coverage, It de-
livers, Bass - Line OUT -4 dBu (nominal), +9 dBu 
(maximum.) (connexion TRS symétrique)
-10dBu (nominale), +3dBu (max.)



Conference System

Microflex® Complete Wireless empowers meeting 
participants to share ideas and make decisions 
anywhere. Advanced Shure wireless technology 
delivers reliable performance in any environment 
without complicated setup or cable limitations. 
Handsfree microphone activation provides touch-
less convenience for free-flowing conversations or 
choose manual or remote control for formal meet-
ings.



Mic’s Collection

Best collection, with a wide range of products 
including headphones, microphones, wireless sys-
tems, and other audio equipment.
high-quality sound and comfortable design, 
making them a popular choice for professionals  
Sennheiser produces a range of options for differ-
ent applications, from handheld microphones for 
live performances, to lapel microphones for broad-
casting and interviews. They also have a line of stu-
dio-quality condenser microphones for recording 
vocals and instruments. reliable and high-quality 
transmission for applications and all type of events



Audio Mixer

The Midas M32 SERIES Digital Mixers, I/O Interfac-
es, Mobile Apps and Merchandise are designed to 
serve our Tour Sound Customers.

Digital Consoles for Live and Studio, Digital Mixers 
and Expansion Modules



Audio Mixer

Yamaha CL series digital mixing consoles represent 
a new level of refinement. They offer an evolved 
experience in accessible mixing, plus sonic purity 
with sound shaping capabilities that will give the 
most imaginative engineer unprecedented cre-
ative freedom. The CL series embodies the leading 
standards in live sound in their most advanced, 
most expressive form.



Lighting System

Most advanced and scalable lighting systems 
suited to both indoor and outdoor events, more 
than 5,000 different products for all types of 
events. Whether you’re organizing a small party or 
a major event



GTD Lighting

The wide range of product lines of GTD varies from 
moving heads, effect lighting, washes, follow spot, 
television lighting to truss system, stage and work 
platforms



Martin Lighting

MAC Aura XIP is a premium moving head wash 
light with a radical aura filament effect and full 
pixel control with video mapping capabilities onto 
the beam, aura, or both.

MAC Ultra Performance has raised the bar for ex-
tremely bright moving lights and features bench-
mark output across the zoom range, a true next 
generation framing system, higher definition 
optics and astoundingly low noise levels.



Pixel Line

RGB Pixel Line lights were specically developed for 
RGB LED pixel light strip is integrated into an alu-
minium body frame connected to a system to gen-
erate the perfect effect with unique content light
applications. 



Lighting Controller

Generative, animation-based pixel mapping.
Quicksketch labelling for ultimate personalisation
Powerful multi-user networking with any Titan 
console, Create huge effects in seconds with Key 
Frame Shapes, Feature-packed cue lists supporting 
macros, tracking, autoloads, timecode and more, 
Expand DMX channel capacity with Titan Net Pro-
cessors, Synergy-ready. Add any Ai product to 
unlock seamless video integration



Lighting Controller

The NX4 is a comprehensive feature packed con-
trol surface. With a well-arranged combination of 
motorized and manual faders as well as an array of 
playback button the NX4 offers 44 total playbacks 
in a compact yet extremely powerful package. As a 
member of the innovative ONYX platform from 
Obsidian Control Systems the NX4 is feature rich 
and never restricted in its capabilities. NX4 includes 
a high-brightness full HD multi-touch screen; 8 as-
signable parameter encoders; dedicated Intensity 
encoder grand master.



Lighting Controller

grandMA3 represents a radical re-think of what’s 
possible from a lighting control platform. The ele-
gant new system-architecture incorporates new 
fixture, feature and effects-handling at its very 
heart.
 
The system features ground-breaking concepts 
from top industry visionaries, presented within a 
refined user interface, and is designed to make 
practical tasks more intuitive.
 



Trusses Rigging

Certified truss caters to both indoor and outdoor. 
These are organized by a set of trained technicians 
who comply with the highest safety standards.
play an important role insufficiently supporting 
your fixtures in the air or even on the ground, 
including speakers, lights (fixed and intelligent 
lighting).



Trusses Rigging

Eventtec has a wide range of aluminium truss sys-
tems. Next to the worldwide leading HD/FD light-
weight truss system, we carry ground support 
towers, pa and rigging towers plus bigger truss 
systems provide but no limits of unique services 
and equipment - Concept - Engineering - Produc-
tion - Quality control - Installation - Support.



SMALL DETAILS 
MAKES
THE DIFFRENCE



DevGo - SDB



Tantoura - RCU



Tantoura - RCU



R & W - MOC



R & W - MOC



BIBAN 23



BIBAN 23



BIBAN 23



BIBAN 23



SEVEN



SEVEN



ARAMCO



ARAMCO



Red Palace - Heya Magazine



Red Palace - Heya Magazine



Al-Rajhi Bank



Al-Rajhi Bank



Al-Rajhi Bank



Al-Rajhi Bank



Jazz Festival



ASBU



ASBU



World Television Day



Al-Ula



SWCC



Ministry of Transport and Logistic Services



Ministry of Transport and Logistic Services



DELL



Al-Ahsa, the capital of Arab tourism



Al-Ahsa, the capital of Arab tourism



Al-Ahsa, the capital of Arab tourism



Al-Ahsa, the capital of Arab tourism



Mahd Academy



Mahd Academy



Mahd Academy



Al-Masmak Palace - Saudi National Day



Rijal Al-Ma’a- Saudi National Day



Rijal Al-Ma’a- Saudi National Day



Cisco



Cisco



Biban - Dammam



Biban - Riyadh



Souq Okaz



KPMG



60” till Now - Riyadh Season



60” till Now - Riyadh Season



SAP - Leap



SAP - Leap



Contact Us:

Saudi Arabia, Riyadh

AL-Masif Dist. - Alimam Saud Road 

info@eventtec.com 

www.eventtec.com


